
Lighting
connected 
to the people

APP CONTROL



MANUAL MODE:

Create personalized atmospheres by
changing the color temperature and light
intensity to adapt the lighting to different
spaces, activities and needs, from spaces
of maximum concentration to contexts of
relaxation.

Healthy lighting, 
now easier

Quick and wireless installation

Without the need for additional wiring or home
automation systems and the integration of Bluetooth
technology to manage installations of between 
15-20 SaLuz® luminaires from any mobile device.

Twice as easy

Enjoy automatic and immediate tuning, with significant
savings in installation costs and a personalized and
comfortable control experience.

Three control modes

SaLuz®  includes three control modes, allowing
automatic synchronization with the solar cycle in
any location, customizing atmospheres and
programming daily lighting sequences.

SaLuz®  is the Normagrup app to manage
SaLuz® technology from mobile devices in a 
simple and easy way connected via Bluetooth

A new tool with an intuitive and minimalist design
with state-of-the-art technology to manage 
healthy lighting in a flexible, intelligent and 
comfortable way.

APP CONTROL

FREE APP
Available for IOS and ANDROID

Bluetooth remote control 
password protected.



CIRCADIAN CYCLE MODE:

Enter the location of the mobile device 
to synchronize SaLuz® with the natural 
cycle of light instead of where the 
installation is located and adapt the 
system to the local circadian cycle 
automatically and instantly.

SCHEDULED MODE:

Program daily lighting cycles and
sequences in a simple way to configure a
personalized system adapted to any space,
displaying the programmed routines on a
calendar.

With sensor 
of luminosity
Allows up to 
10 regulations 
in the sensor models.

External control 
by push buttons
Allows the use of buttons 
for scene control.



Technical and architectural lighting
normalit.com

sa-luz.com
More information >

SaLuz® Video

SaLuz® is a registered trademark.

SaLuz® technology is protected
by utility model nº 201931533.
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